Classifying an unknown input is a fundamental problem in Pattern Recognition. 
Introduction
One common method for classifying an input vector of unknown class involves finding the most or top k similar templates in the reference set. Not surprisingly, this problem, so-called k-nearest neighbor or simply KNN problem has received a great deal of attention because of its significant and practical value in pattern recognition (see [2, 3] for extensive surveys).
One straight-forward method is computing feature by feature for all templates in the reference set and it takes O(nd) where n is the number of templates in the reference set and d is the number of features. This is very time consuming for users to wait for the output. Hence, there is a wealth of literature regarding computational expenses of the KNN problem dating as far back as 1970. Papadimitiou and Bentley
showed O(n 1=d ) worst-case algorithm [13] and Friedman et al suggested possible O(log n) expected time algorithm [6] .
There are three general algorithmic techniques for reducing the computational burden: computing partial distance, prestructuring, and editing the stored prototypes [4] . First, the partial distance technique is often called a sequential decision technique; decision for match between two vectors can be made before all features in the vector are examined. It requires a predetermined threshold value to reduce computation time. Next, the pre-structuring method focuses on preprocessing the prototype set into certain well-organized structures for the fast classification processing. Many approaches utilizing multidimensional search trees that partition the space appear in the literature [7, 11, 12, 1] . In these approaches, the range of each feature must be large. Otherwise, if features are binary, we achieve little speedup. Furthermore, the dimension of feature space must be low. Quite often in image pattern recognition, each feature is thresholded for binarization and the dimension is high.
Finally, the prototype editing or reduction method reduces the size of prototype set to improve speed with sacrifice of accuracy. The condensed nearest neighbor rule [9] and the reduced nearest neighbor rule [8] are used to select a subset of training samples to be the prototype set. In this approach, we must sacrifice accuracy for speed. Hong et al [10] successfully implemented a fast nearest neighbor classifier for the use of Japanese Character Recognition. They combined a non-iterative method for CNN and RNN and a hierarchical prototype organization method to achieve a great speed-up with a little accuracy drop.
The new algorithm utilizes both partial distance and prestructuring techniques. We reduce computation time by using an Additive Binary Tree (ABT) data structure that contains additive information which is frequency information in binary features. The idea behind the ABT approach in finding the nearest neighbor is filtration by which the unnecessary computation can be eliminated. It makes this approach unique from the others such as redundancy reduction or metric method. First, take a quick glance at the reference set and select candidates for match. Next, take a harder look only at those candidates selected from previous filtration to select a fewer candidates, and so on. After several filtration, take a complete thorough look only at the final candidates to verify them. All matches whose distance is less than or equal to a threshold are guaranteed to be in all candidate sets.
In this paper, we will describe the additive binary tree (ABT) and the new nearest neighbor search algorithm based on several famous similarity measures. We will give the simulated experimental results. Finally, we report the experimental results on our OCR system using the gradient, structural and concavity or simply GSC classifier [5] .
Preliminary
The performance of pattern classification depends significantly on its definition of similarity or dissimilarity measure between pattern vectors. Several definitions have been proposed and encountered in various fields such as information retrieval and biological taxonomy [4] . Among many definitions, Euclidean distance, absolute differences, and Minkowski distance are the most famous ones. Section 3 discusses the algorithm where the distance measure function is the absolute difference. We chose this definition as it is the most simple measure to explain the new algorithm. Euclidean and Minkowski's distances are almost identical when features are binary. The absolute difference, well known as the city block or Manhattan metric, is defined as follows:
where d is the dimension of the vector. A normalized inner product appears often as a non-metric similarity function:
It is the cosine of the angle between two vectors. Another similarity definition used in OCR system using GSC classifier developed in CEDAR is:
where x is the negation of the vector x and is the contribution factor ( > 1). This definition has the highest accuracy in our OCR system among known definitions and it performs best when = 1:9. The difference among these definitions can be explained by its weight where features are binary. The Minkowski family definition including Manhattan distance gives the same weight for the case where both patterns have the feature and the case where both patterns do not have the feature. The normalized inner product computes the credit for the case where both patterns have the feature but also reflects the other case as it is normalized. The definition 3 gives a full credit for the case where both patterns have features and also allows to control the credit for the other case. Section 4 discusses the third definition of similarity and OCR.
We consider the case where a threshold value, t, is known.
The KNN with threshold problem is that we reject a query vector if the nearest neighbor is not close enough, meaning that the distance exceeds t. Let M be a set of matches whose dissimilarity value is less than or equal to t or whose similarity value is greater than or equal to t. Let C(x) denote the class of the vector x and n is the number of template vectors in the reference set, R. We introduce an additive binary tree data structure, ABT in short. It is a binary tree whose nodes are sums of their direct children. Consider the example in Fig. 1 
The depth of ABT
The structure is named "additive" because additive informations produced by property 4. are appended in every vector. Each element in a vector lies in the leaf level from left to right correspondingly. If vectors are binary, the root is the frequency of 1's and each node is the frequency of 1's in subpart of the vector.
k-NN using ABT in City block distance
There are three phases: the pre-processing, candidate selection and verification, and voting for classification phases. During the pre-processing phase, the ABT's for all templates are built by adding a pair of elements and storing it in their parent node. Building an ABT for one template takes O(d) and thus, total pre-processing takes O(nd) to build ABTs for all templates. The space required is also O(nd) which is at most twice bigger than the size of the reference set.
In the second phase, we search for matches before choosing top k similar templates for votes. The objective of the candidate selection and verification procedure is quickly to find the smallest subset M of the reference set which contains top or up to k templates. Consider the following pseudo code for finding matches. The inner loop computes the sum of absolute differences of every node in level, l. The sequential decision technique may be applied to this step; we may not have to compare all nodes in the level because the value may exceed the threshold before all nodes in a specific node are examined. We use the parent level operations as filtration functions. Those candidate templates survived from the parent level are only considered in the next level. After finding all matches, search for top or k-nearest neighbors only in the set, M.
In the line 8, we would like to update the threshold if k number of matches are found and maximum distance is less than t. This is critical because the lower the t is, the more filtration occurs. Also, if a threshold value is not given at the start, then it is assigned at the point right after k templates are examined and updated if a less value is found later on.
Example
Consider a following set with n = 
Correctness
Let f M and f l be functions for matching and for selecting candidates at the level, l: f M (x q) = P d i=1 jx i ; q i j and f l (x q) = P 2 2l ;1 i=2 l;1 jB i (x) ; B i (q)j. Let L l be a set of templates, x's chosen by the function f l (x q) t. Fig. 2 shows the performance of a naïve method and methods using ABT structure with several different threshold values. A smaller threshold means fewer candidates and the algorithm runs faster. As the threshold increases, on the contrary, candidates abound. Too small threshold, on the other hand, might reject most of inputs.
Theorem 1 A set of matches is always a subset of all candi-
date sets. M = L log d L l L l;1 L 1 R. Proof: f L1 f L log d = f M .2 L l . Thus, M L l+1 L l L l;1 L 1 R.
Observation 2 The larger dimension d is, the better performance the ABT algorithm achieves the better execution time performance.
It is necessary to compare the results of d's with the same ratio of t. 
Observation 3 There exists a level,l which results the minimum elapsed time.
The deeper the level is, the more computations which is the number of nodes at the level, are required.l is the starting point that jL^lj 2^l j L^l +1 j 2^l +1 which means that we gain no advantage of filtration from this level. Therefore, findinĝ l is important because it gives not only the minimum elapsed time, but also less required space for ABT data structure.
Observation 4 The ABT technique is superior to the sequential decision technique experimentally.
In the worst case when every reference is a match, both sequential decision and ABT would not give any speed up. Technique using ABT would be even twice slower than the naive method in case of a full ABT.
Auxiliary
Lookup The simulated experiment tells that the smaller threshold is, the faster algorithm runs (see Observation 1). The threshold value is dynamically changed as more templates are examined. It would be desirable if the smaller threshold value is assigned early. Therefore, we would like to order the templates so that the less threshold value is set early in the search.
Fact 1 The closer in frequency two vectors are, the smaller in absolute difference distance they tend to be.
If we order templates by its frequency and search from a template whose difference of frequency is smallest, then the low threshold value might be set in the earlier search stage resulting in a great speed up. First, order the reference set by B 1 . For each bin, the average number of templates is n=m. Next, order each bin by B 2 . During the search stage, start searching from the template, x whose min(jB 1 (x) ; B 1 (q)j) and then min(jB 2 (x) ; B 2 (q)j). As a result of ordering, not only we find the low threshold value quickly, but also, our search space is reduced down to the size of L 2 .
Selection:
We have seen that ABT facilitates filtrating some reference templates from consideration by using the lower bounds at each level. In addition to the lower bounds, ABT also provides upper bounds. If an upper bound is less than or equal to the threshold, the match is verified without further calculation. This selection technique is useful in a query such that we would like to find all matches to the query vector within a threshold. Consider w-ary vectors x and y where each element can have a value between 0 and w ; 1. 
Proof:
The lower bound is given in Theorem 1. Similarly,
w ; x i ) ; (w ; y i )j. This is the absolute difference of two inverse vectors and it is the same as the absolute difference of the original vectors. Clearly,
Consider two vectors, x y where they are binary, w = 1.
x = 00011111 : B 1 (x) = 5 y = 01001011 : B 1 (y) = 4
According to the lemma 1, we achieve 1 D x y] 8 immediately. 
Using ABT for GSC classifier
Among many classifiers in OCR, the Gradient, Structural, and Concavity classifier, simply known as GSC classifier, has 98% accuracy on 24 000 handwritten digits taken from various databases [5] . It is based on the philosophy that feature sets can be designed to extract certain types of information from the image. These types are gradient, structural, and concavity informations. Gradient features use the stroke shapes on a small scale. Next, structural features are based on the is the contribution factor and usually
1. The recent experiment shows that = 1:9 gives the best performance. Note that when = 1 , it is the inverse of the city block distance between two vectors.
k-NN for GSC classi er
There is a slight difference in line 4 of the previous algo- ) t. By rearranging the formula, we get W i (x) W i (y).
Proof: When only frequency values are available, the maximum value S 11 (x y) is when 1's in B 1 (x) and B 1 (y) are aligned together. S 11 (x y) cannot exceed min(B 1 (x) B 1 (y)). The same for S 00 (x y). Therefore, the maximum similarity value varies from vector to vector by their frequencies.
Let f l be a function for selecting candidates at the level, l: f l (x q) = P 2 2l ;1
).
Let L l be a set of templates, x's chosen by the function f l (x q) t. 
This corollary is the sine qua non which guarantees the correctness and speedup of Algorithm for GSC classifier.
The following lemma further accelerates the search process, which we state it without a proof. This means that once we compute the similarity for S 11 (x y), S 00 (x y) is computed in constant time.
Experiment
Before embarking on the results, it is important to discuss the relationship between error and reject rates of a recognizer. As shown in Fig. 3 , the error versus reject percentages of recognition graph is a great way to evaluate the performance of OCR systems. A good recognizer must be as close to the axes as possible. Typically, the higher reject rate, the lower error rate. The threshold value must be made depending on the costs of rejects and errors. As the threshold value increases, the reject rate also increases and the error rate decreases.
We use two sets of isolated mixed hand-printed/cursive character images. The first set is the reference set whose The higher threshold value the classifier has, the faster it runs. as shown in Fig. 4 The higher threshold value means the more rejects which save running time. Hence, the importance of a threshold is twofold; it not only enables to control the error and reject rates, but also gives speed up.
Finale
Nearest Neighbor searching is an extremely well studied area and a couple of techniques to speed up the OCR system were previously developed. They are prototype thinning and clustering techniques which cause a little degradation in performance. Because even a slight degradation in performance is often too costly in real OCR applications, we studied it and a new fast nearest neighbor search algorithm with no degradation is proposed. Filtration with a threshold is the key idea for expedition. To perform this, we introduced ABT structure. The additive information of pattern feature vectors ensures that the query processing time reduces significantly. Furthermore, the idea is effective even in combination with other techniques like prototype thinning or clustering.
There are two parameters that can affect the speed of search : i) depth of ABT and ii) the number of branches.
As stated in Observation 3, the depth of ABT influences the speed significantly. We introduced the additive binary tree, however, the tree can be an arbitrary branch tree. Additive N-ary Tree might perform better than the binary tree.
Moreover, the idea of filtration using ABT can extend to other definitions with a little embellishment. Consider the normalized inner product defined in equation 2. The maximum value for this definition is 1 when there is an exact match. We exclude the exceptional case where all features are 0 as it makes the denominator be 0. A filtration occurs in case that P 2 2l ;1 i=2 l;1 min ( Bi(x) Bi(q)) kxkkqk t Again, consider the example in Fig. 1 with a threshold = 0:5. At the root level filtration, r 1 is filtrated because the upper bound is 0:447.
